Fracked gas (commonly known as natural gas, though there is nothing “natural” about it) has been touted as the “bridge fuel” for clean energy. However, there is nothing clean about the environmental damage and degradation caused by fracked gas. Like other fossil fuels, fracked gas emits carbon dioxide and methane, another potent greenhouse gas, into our environment. Fracked gas energy production is also a water-intensive process, and its dirty water continues to pollute our environment and endanger our health. As defenders of our environment and communities, we are actively working against the use of fracked gas in Wisconsin.

Since 2018, two utility companies, Minnesota Power and Dairyland Energy Cooperative, have planned to bring dirty fracked gas into Superior, Wisconsin. The Nemadji Trail Energy Center (NTEC), would cost Wisconsin customers over $700 million. NTEC is located only 1.2 miles from the Nemadji River, a significant cultural area for the Red Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa. NTEC would also divert 5.4 million gallons of groundwater from the Lake Superior basin. It has never been more clear that Wisconsin needs to become a 100 percent clean energy state.

Fracked gas has been used for more than six decades in the United States. Since 2015, more than 50 percent of gas used for energy consumption in the United States has derived from fracked gas. Since fracked gas has become a leading energy source in the United States, oil is acquired at a faster rate and has since lowered the cost of gas while causing the closings of traditional oil power plants.

Fracked gas is only considered economically feasible by the companies that use it. This past fall the Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) conducted research on the economic viability of fracked gas and clean energy. In their reports, RMI states that the cost of fracked gas has already reached its peak in our energy economy. Furthermore, current and future investments into fracked gas power plants are likely to create “stranded costs” of over $10 billion by the mid-2030s. This includes the Nemadji Trail Energy Center. Wisconsin customers will have...
LETTER FROM THE CHAIR

It’s about caring

I recently heard from a couple of our members how sorry they were they couldn’t give more to support our chapter and our work. But the usual (and true) response -- “We really appreciate whatever you can give, and any amount matters” -- only scratches the surface.

What underlies the financial and volunteer support we get from our members is that you care. And when it’s hard to give, but someone does anyhow, it means they care that much more. I wish to recognize the many people who, when faced with tough decisions due to limited means, choose to give anyhow to create a better future for people and our planet. I find that inspiring.

It’s also heart breaking, and I feel some sadness. Why are so many people struggling to get by, often due to circumstances they had little control over, yet wouldn’t be if we valued people more and everyone received a living wage? Yet they are the ones who feel guilty for not giving more. That’s one reason the Sierra Club chooses to get involved in political, social and economic justice issues. How much better off would we all be if people had the wherewithal to contribute what they wanted to causes they care about?

I’m also reminded of something that linguist George Lakoff said at the end of a PBS interview with Tavis Smiley about our political system, “Without caring, there is no democracy.” In these troubled times, isn’t that really what underlies many of our current problems, that what we see occurring is anger turned to hate, not caring?

It takes courage to come back with caring when one is wronged or hurt by others. It takes courage to give. But that’s why I’m so grateful we have such dedicated members who give even when it is hard, and volunteers who give even when there are so many other demands of their time.

The new year will bring many challenges, but maybe that’s all the more reason to exhibit your caring. Together, we can rise up and find hope and compassion and a path forward that is uplifting. The gifts our members and supporters provide bolster us and our spirits. But giving also lifts the spirits of those who give, who do something out of caring. That’s why I tell people to give until it feels good. Because it does, and those with little have often given a lot of themselves.

On behalf of myself; the rest of our board; and our great staff, Jacinda Tessmann, Elizabeth Ward, Cassie Steiner and Katie Hogan, thank you for your caring and previous support. Please know that especially with your backing, we are dedicated to doing even more in the coming year.

Don Ferber
Chapter Chair

JOHN MUIR CHAPTER EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ELECTION RESULTS

Thanks so much to the approximately 360 John Muir Chapter members who voted in our contested election to add three new volunteers to our Chapter Executive Committee (similar to a board of directors). We were fortunate to have five great candidates with a variety of interests and skills who ran for the Executive Committee.

The three top vote getters (in alphabetical order) were Christopher Beaver, Linda Frank, and Laura Lane, who we will welcome to the board in January. In addition, we have one open position that the board will also appoint. We look forward to the new board members contributing their enthusiasm and skills, and we thank James Davies and Heather Wittrock for running for the Executive Committee. We value all of our volunteers, and it is only because so many contribute their skills and dedication in so many ways that we achieve all we do.
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Get Involved in 2020!

Everything we do, every event we have, every victory we win, is all because of the work of our amazing, hardworking, and dedicated volunteers. From entering petition data at a volunteer night, to leading a team or group, YOU are what makes everything Sierra Club does possible.

To better support our volunteer grassroots activists, 2019 held a series of firsts. In April we introduced monthly volunteer work nights in Madison, where we complete many volunteer tasks together, learn new skills and accomplish more together than we ever could have on our own.

Another first for us was a two-day training we hosted for our volunteers and leaders in November. Two trainers from the Midwest Academy joined us in Madison and led 35 of our volunteer leaders through a weekend of trainings, activities and exercises. Together, we learned about campaign strategy and how to write a campaign plan, and at the end of the weekend, all of our campaigns had strong and action-oriented plans started for 2020.

This year will be an incredibly busy one, and if you’re looking to get involved, we have a role that can fit your schedule, interests and needs.

**ONE-OFF OPPORTUNITIES -- ATTEND A VOLUNTEER WORK NIGHT NEAR YOU!**
These volunteer nights allow you to spend an hour or two volunteering in person with a group of like-minded people. Come to one or come back each month. These are great because you can come and help out without taking any volunteer work home. There are currently regular volunteer nights in Madison (second Wednesday of every month), and Racine and Kenosha (the second Thursday of every month, starting Racine in January, Kenosha in February, etc.). More volunteer nights are in the works at other locations around the state, so check out the events happening near you on our website or Facebook page! Want to see a volunteer night near you? Email kathryn.hogan@sierraclub.org to let us know!

**SPECIFIC VOLUNTEER ROLES -- JOIN A COMMUNICATION TEAM**
Only interested in one specific volunteer task? Love phone banking? Want to send texts for events and petitions around the state to our members and supporters sporadically? Only want to work on graphic design? Love creating social media content? We are assembling teams to do each of those things! You will be a part of a team that gets sporadic assignments when our campaign teams need it, and you will be able to plug into this work remotely, whenever you are available to do so. It is a great way to learn about a specific skill and contribute as you are able from the comfort of your own home.

**JOIN A CONSERVATION ISSUE TEAM THAT WORKS TOGETHER LONG-TERM TO ACHIEVE SUBSTANTIAL CAMPAIGN GOALS**
We have seven of these teams, each with its own campaign focus that you can learn more about below. These are all action-oriented teams and being a member could mean anything from helping plan an event and strategizing with the team, to designing social media content or writing a petition or press release. These are long-term teams, and the opportunities to learn and contribute within your own schedule are endless. No experience is needed -- just a passion for the issue area and a willingness to contribute as you are able!

Want to get involved, learn more, or ask questions? Email Katie at kathryn.hogan@sierraclub.org. She is waiting to hear from you!

Continued from page 1

In comparison to clean energy, the Rocky Mountain Institute states that Clean Energy Portfolios (CEP), a combination of solar and wind energy, provides the same amount of energy, capacity, and flexibility as new fracked gas plants with lower costs. Since the early 2010s, CEP costs have decreased by 80 percent and the cost to run and use clean energy undercuts the current cost of fracked gas. RMI also reports that by 2035, more than 90 percent of proposed gas power plants, if built, would be uneconomic to run compared to building a CEP. Wisconsin needs to divert its time, energy, and money into clean energy, so Wisconsinites do not pay for fracked gas power plant failures in the near future.

Fracked gas also creates direct, negative impacts on our environment. In September 2019, the Wisconsin Public Service Commission (PSC) and the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) released the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for Nemadji Trail Energy Center. From the DNR’s analysis, the most significant environmental impacts associated with the proposed power plant are the loss of wetlands and soil erosion, both due to construction. The wetlands lost during construction not only harms the local flora and fauna, it also disturbs and disrupts the cultural and historical importance of the Red Cliff

Continued on page 5
Introducing New Sierra Club Staff in Wisconsin!

ELIZABETH WARD, NEW CHAPTER DIRECTOR

The Sierra Club – John Muir Chapter is very pleased to announce that Elizabeth Ward, our longtime program staffer, has accepted the position as our new Chapter Director. Elizabeth brings exceptional skills gained in her nine-plus years with the Chapter, and is very familiar with our campaigns and with Wisconsin’s challenges – and opportunities! She has shown exemplary leadership and truly values Sierra Club’s grassroots structure and volunteer leadership. She also has provided strong support and guidance in other programmatic areas that will serve her well as she takes on added administrative and financial leadership. Her expertise and passion make her a perfect fit to take the chapter into the next decade.

Elizabeth and the rest of the staff (Volunteer Coordinator Katie Hogan, Campaign Coordinator Cassie Steiner, and Chapter Coordinator Jacinda Tessmann) will continue to support our issue teams, committees, Groups, and programmatic work. The Chapter is currently hiring for an additional program staff person.

In addition, we have three new staff people from the Beyond Coal campaign that joined us in the fall:

MATT EARLEY, WISCONSIN STATE BEYOND COAL CAMPAIGN REPRESENTATIVE

Matt Earley is the new Wisconsin State Campaign Representative for the Beyond Coal Campaign. After almost 20 years in the private sector, Matt is excited to be dedicating his time to fighting fossil fuels and helping to bring clean and renewable energy to Wisconsin. When Matt is not shutting down coal plants with the incredible Wisconsin team, he can be found hanging out with his family, running around the woods with his big old dog, or playing loud music in a dive bar with one of his music projects.

JENNA YEAKLE, ORGANIZING REPRESENTATIVE, DULUTH

Jenna Yeakle is the new Organizing Representative in Duluth (her hometown!), joining Minnesota’s Beyond Coal Campaign. She will be advocating for 100 percent clean energy in Duluth, (including fighting the NTEC gas plant proposed in Superior, WI). Jenna will also be fighting for clean water and land use in the face of oil and sulfide mining as well as lifting up environmental justice solutions in the Twin Ports community. Jenna has spent the last few years in community health with a focus on food justice and health equity and is eager to use her organizing skills for the local and national environmental issues she is passionate about.

JESS HAVEN, ORGANIZING REPRESENTATIVE, OAK CREEK

Jess Haven joins us as a new Organizing Representative. She brings a background in social justice, public policy and social work to her new role, and is enthusiastic about the opportunity to formalize her passion for advocacy in the context of environmental justice in her home state. Jess is eager to effectively support Wisconsin’s robust volunteer base and the Clean Power Coalition of Southeast Wisconsin in efforts to achieve 100% clean energy.

Some of Jess’ hobbies and interests include writing, kitchen experiments, vintage fashion, documentary photography and filmmaking, exploring the incredible US landscape near and far, and making seasonal visits to beloved Lake Michigan to satisfy a deeply rooted need to be awestruck on a regular basis.
Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians.

The EIS also addressed the Nemadji Trail Energy Center’s impacts on climate change and air pollution. Fracked gas emits 117 pounds of carbon dioxide per thousand cubic feet. Carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, is a key driver of climate change, which has both global and local impacts. In Wisconsin, climate change will increase severe storms, lower the water level in the Great Lakes, inland lakes and streams, and change our natural landscape in general, impacting our agriculture.

Uncombusted fracked gas also contributes to climate change by emitting methane. Methane, another greenhouse gas, is far more potent than carbon dioxide. Methane is commonly leaked from uncombusted oil into the atmosphere through holes and inconsistencies in oil pipelines. Once it is leaked, it absorbs the sun's heat, and warms the atmosphere at a faster rate the carbon dioxide. During the first two decades after its release, methane is 84 times more potent than carbon dioxide. Currently, 25 percent of our manmade global warming is due to methane emissions. The Nemadji Trail Energy Center is not only detrimental to our cultural history, it is detrimental to our future, which is why we need clean energy.

Fracked gas is also extremely water-intensive. In order for the Nemadji Trail Energy Center to operate, five wells would be constructed to divert 5.4 million gallons of water per day, an average of 750 gallons of water per well per minute. NTEC will also divert water from a local aquifer. The need for water at this proposed plant may dry up the existing aquifer nearby. Using water from Lake Superior basin and underground aquifers increases the risk of aquifers running dry and lowering the Great Lakes water levels.

The large amount of water used to create energy also means Wisconsin will have to deal with wastewater. The proposed sewer pipelines to to discharge wastewater have negative environmental impacts of their own. This includes stormwater runoff and excessive sedimentation. These environmental impacts not only devastate our environment, they also degrade and dirty our drinking water. Furthermore, fracked gas is not regulated within the Clean Water Drinking Act's Underground Injection Control Program. This leaves our communities with unregulated, dirty water.

Wisconsin needs to be at the forefront of clean energy for the United States. Although fracked gas has been considered a “bridge fuel” to a clean energy future, it is not. It is a dirty and costly fossil fuel. The Sierra Club -- John Muir Chapter is an active proponent in working to achieve 100 percent clean energy in our state. We deserve to have clean water and air for our state and region—it is a right. We owe it to our future to decrease our carbon and methane footprints. The PSC will make a decision on whether to allow the plant to move forward in mid-February. The Department of Natural Resources is still reviewing the permits they would grant. As Wisconsinites, we must pressure our utilities to invest in clean energy and stop the Nemadji Trail Energy Center from ever being built.

Sarah Kear
Chapter Organizing Project Aide

---

**2019 Volunteer Appreciation and Awards Event**

In October, over 50 volunteers, leaders, and partners gathered in Milwaukee to celebrate our outstanding volunteers and community leaders for their work on behalf of the environment. From new activists to lifetime achievements, we want to acknowledge the amazing efforts and accomplishments of our 2019 award winners and inspire each other to move forward in 2020.

**2019’S AWARD WINNERS ARE:**

**James Davies**, member of our Transportation Team, received this year’s New Activist Award for his work advocating for public transit accessibility and biking and walking infrastructure.

**Roswitha Both** received this year’s LD Rockwell Award, the award given to an individual who has provided exceptional service to our political program. Rose has attended legislative town halls of multiple state Assembly and Senators and has consistently held local legislators accountable for their votes on bills like the Wetland Destruction Act.

**Continued on page 10**
UPDATES FROM THE GROUPS

Our volunteer-led local groups engage at the city, county and local region level. They engage new members and volunteers and push for local policy changes. Here are just a few of the many 2019 highlights from our local groups.

CHIPPEWA VALLEY GROUP

The Chippewa Valley Group of the Sierra Club has stayed busy in 2019, with a monthly outing and a monthly educational program. Programs highlighted many topics including the importance of the Great Lakes, the Driftless area, water conservation, and more.

COULEE REGION GROUP

While it was far from the only effort, insuring clean, renewable power, including securing passage of the Ready for 100 resolution by the City and County of La Crosse, was the main effort for the Coulee Region Group in 2019. To involve the public, we sponsored a Community Climate Resolution Discussion in January and a follow-up Imagining Carbon Free forum in April. We created an online Community Energy Survey to gauge opinions and an online petition for residents to request Ready for 100 passage in their community.

Coulee Group board member Cathy Van Maren is on the La Crosse city and county Joint Sustainability Commission, where she worked with city and county staff and elected officials to draft and advance resolutions. We were rewarded in July when the La Crosse Common Council passed a resolution committing the community of La Crosse to transitioning to 100 percent renewable energy and zero percent carbon emissions by 2050 or sooner.

The Joint Sustainability Commission will soon advance a similar resolution to the La Crosse County Board. Meanwhile, the Coulee Region Group is working to assure that funds are allocated, actions are taken, and results tracked to measure progress toward the goals stated in the plan. Kathy Allen and Cathy Van Maren have led this effort in the Coulee Group.

FOX VALLEY GROUP

The Fox Valley Group serves seven counties with 11 monthly meetings in northern Appleton. We are a social group with two of our meetings being potluck events: Summer picnic and December holiday party. The other public meetings involve interesting speakers and announcements about activities and issues.

We have frequent outings of seasonal quiet outdoor activities that are accessible to most. In recent years we have organized an Earth Day Hike for the public utilizing trails around the Fox River in Appleton, Neenah and Menasha. 712 people participated last April, making it our largest hike.

We are advocating against the Back 40 Mine from being built on the shore of the Menominee River and against the Kohler Company from building a private golf course using State Park land.

We also occasionally organize environmental rallies and events for the public. This past May our “Wisconsin Loves Parks” event supported High Cliff State Park with camping and garlic mustard pulling.
**FOUR LAKES GROUP**

*Political work:* 2019 started with a significant Madison mayoral election in Dane County. The Group co-sponsored a debate between candidates that included transportation and climate change issues.

*Outside Dane:* Recognizing the Four Lakes Group is Madison- and Dane County-centric, we deliberately organized strategic activities and issue work in our southwest Wisconsin area. Working with the Land and Wildlife team, we organized a Wisconsin Loves Parks event at Governor Dodge State Park, and pushed for additional state parks operating funding.

*Climate Action:* In 2019, volunteers participated in both the March and September Climate Strike events and supported the Beyond Coal Team’s work to transition MG&E to clean energy.

Dane County is developing a Climate Action Plan (CAP). Sierra Club staff and volunteers contributed to the plan’s workgroups, and provided extensive comments on the drafts on conservation, transportation, agriculture and green infrastructure. Coupled with our work to pass local 100 percent clean energy resolutions, this prepared us to advocate regionally in 2020 to aggressively reduce emissions and invest in resiliency strategies.

Finally, we created a “climate crew” focusing on the climate crisis and what we can accomplish in our region. We plan to use new skills learned at the Midwest Academy training to define an effective 2020 campaign.

*Outings:* Our outings chair and leaders continue to provide regional recreational opportunities to enjoy parks and trails. Let us know if you would like to become an outings leader and introduce others to your favorite area hikes or bike rides.

*Events & Activities:* Volunteers continue to engage people at events like the Garden Expo and CanoeCopia, and support neighborhood festivals with people power and know-how for recycling and waste reduction.

**GREAT WATERS GROUP (GWG)**

- GWG joined the coalition pushing for a Milwaukee City/County Task Force on Climate and Economic Equity and has a seat on that new task force. Members also are involved in the Chapter’s transportation team, spoke out against We Energies rate increases and joined the youth climate march.

- Monthly programs included presentations on issues in our watershed at Schlitz Audubon and Lake Michigan, and plastic-free initiatives.

- Our recent focus on urban issues continues as we linked “Environmental Justice Matters II,” presented by community leaders, with the Earth Day celebration we co-sponsor at the Urban Ecology Center-Washington Park (UEC), and a cleanup at Lincoln Creek. GWG, our Nearby Nature program and UEC also co-hosted an On the Table community discussion on environmental justice.

- The group hosted more than a dozen outings in 2019, with about 150 people attending. A commitment to Havenwoods State Forest continued with multiple interpretive and stewardship outings. Other events of note included hikes on the Ice Age Trail, paddles in Lincoln Park and a training for new outings leaders.

- GWG hosted Wisconsin Loves Parks events at Havenwoods and also Kohler-Andrae State Park, where members have been fighting the golf course expansion.

**SOUTHEAST GATEWAY GROUP (SEGG)**

The Southeast Gateway Group offered monthly educational programs including an update from State Representative Greta Neubauer on clean energy and climate initiatives in the state, a presentation on the rapid growth developments in wind power by Chris Nolan, a senior manager for Vestas, and current challenges for the Great Lakes from John Dickert, President and CEO of the Great Lakes Initiative.

Our active outings group has offered numerous outings including a hike in the Nachusa Grasslands and paddling on the Nippersink River.

SEGG continues to work with the City of Racine and Weed Out Racine to remove invasive species from Colonial Park. With the removal of over 1,000 ash trees, recent efforts have focused on planting over 700 trees and 400 shrubs to improve water quality, enhance habitat for wildlife, and create an enriching experience for the people that use the park.

SEGG members play an active role in the Clean Power Coalition, attending monthly meetings, testifying at the water permit and rate case hearings and protesting We Energies’ proposed solar tax. Closing the South Oak Creek coal plant, which is costing rate payers almost $75 million more than available renewable energy, remains a goal of many SEGG members.
Preventing new gas plants: our message is loud and clear

Sierra Club members and supporters provided more than 1,200 comments opposing the new fracked gas plant in Superior. Over a dozen people -- including students, faith leaders and members of the Bad River, Fond du Lac and Red Cliff Bands -- gave powerful testimony at the Wisconsin Public Service Commission (PSC) hearings about the economic and health dangers of more fossil fuels.

Strengthening Livestock Siting Rules on Factory Farms

The Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection (DATCP) has been working to rewrite the rules about where factory farms can be located. Sierra Club members submitted hundreds of comments and testified at the six hearings.

Testimony included statements like: “Living in Springfield Corners near a disgusting factory farm for cows, I spoke about the importance of protecting clean water and air. The smells from animal manure permeate our home. We often can’t open windows. I shared this and my experience driving past the farm with cows squished together in absolutely inhumane conditions. It made me cry.”

The proposed rule had some really promising improvements, including increased requirements about how close a factory farm can be to another person’s property or home. Unfortunately, when the Senate voted not to approve acting-Secretary Sean Pfaff as Secretary of DATCP, this rule change was put on hold.

Opposing the Felony Trespass Bill

A bill signed into law in November made it a Class H felony ($10,000 fine / six years in jail) to trespass on land “owned, operated, or leased” by an energy company. These bills have been popping up around the country since the Standing Rock protests.

This has enormous ramifications on pipeline protests and landowners and Tribal members with pipelines through their land. As a result, we teamed up with about 40 other organizations, including civil rights, social justice, property rights, indigenous rights, and environmental organizations, like the American Civil Liberties Union, WISDOM, Menikanaehkem Inc., Honor the Earth, and Midwest Environmental Advocates. The Ho-Chunk Nation, Bad River Band, Red Cliff Band, and other Tribes also spoke out in opposition to the bill.

Hundreds and hundreds of people from across Wisconsin called and wrote to their Senators and the Governor. Unfortunately, the bill was rushed through the legislature and signed by the Governor.
Removing the Line 5 Tar Sand Oil Pipeline

Enbridge continues to move forward with its plans to reroute the Line 5 pipeline in the Bad River watershed, just upstream of Copper Falls State Park. All of the rivers in the area flow upstream towards Lake Superior, through the Bad River reservation, so moving the pipeline to a different part of the watershed will not reduce the risk to the waters, and the Bad River Band of Lake Superior Chippewa is opposing the reroute. This is on top of the concerns people in Michigan have raised about the Line 5 pipeline in the Straits of Mackinac, which connects Lake Superior and Lake Huron.

Nonetheless, Enbridge has started approaching landowners south of the reservation, hoping to create an easement corridor in a ‘U’ shape. Enbridge is forging ahead with forcing this pipeline in an area where people do not want it. The permitting process for the pipeline will begin in early 2020 and we’re hoping to push on the DNR to deny any permits for it.

Working to Stop the Back 40 Mine

A lot of inaccurate information continues to suggest that the Back 40 Mine has been approved and is moving forward. However, the mine continues to face a lot of opposition and challenges. In fact, the Coalition to Save the Menominee River (of which we are a member) is in the middle of a lawsuit challenging the permit. Additionally, the coalition has challenged federal permits. Often, it’s lawsuits and slowed-down permitting processes that mark the beginning of the end of a proposed project.

Fighting Coal Plant Pollution that Threatens our Waterways

Following review of extensive public comments, the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) made significant changes to the water permits for the We Energies’ coal plants in Oak Creek and the Columbia coal plant in Portage. For both permits, they required the coal plants to comply with federal coal ash rules, which prevents storing wet coal ash. Additionally, with the Oak Creek permit, the DNR included more robust measures to bring mercury levels into compliance going forward. Most notably, the DNR’s press release mentioned that the hundreds of comments they received led to the changes.

Advocating for Clean Energy: We Energies’ Rate Case

The Sierra Club spent much of 2019 engaging on We Energies’ proposed rate changes. We partnered with a number of groups, including Renew Wisconsin and the Clean Power Coalition of Southeast Wisconsin, to successfully defeat We Energies’ proposed solar tax for homeowners with solar panels. In addition, Sierra Club’s analysis found that the utility’s customers are paying $73 MILLION to keep the Oak Creek coal plant online and could save that much money if We Energies were to retire the coal plant and buy energy off the grid instead. Unfortunately, a settlement with the Wisconsin Energy Industrial Group and the Citizens Utility Board, the Public Service Commission ignored those concerns and allowed We Energies to increase electricity rates.
Anyone who has ever been on a successful whale-watching excursion may have experienced whining children and complaints about waves, rain or heat. Perhaps families argued, but then a moment comes that changes everything. From the magic of the first misty blow, through the last sight of a fluke, the crew and each passenger are fixed on every movement as subtle as a slow, giant roll that shows a blue or green underside of a fluke or as majestic as a full body breech that splashes everyone on the boat and produces aftershocks of waves that send us grabbing for a solid surface to hold us steady while we laugh. We are mesmerized. Leigh Calvez captures this magic as she travels the Pacific on a journey to know cetaceans: whales, dolphins and porpoises.

She collects data in Hawaii as a scientist studying the effects of sonar on whales. She serves as a volunteer naturalist on the Oregon coast during grey whale migration. Everywhere she traverses, she tells the tale of individual cetaceans and pods and families. Emerging scientific understandings and ongoing mysteries are offered within stories, so that the biology is never dry, and the reader never feels an urge to skim.

This winter, your time will be well spent if you travel with Calvez and find wonder, knowledge and perhaps a connection to these great beasts, a connection that feels familial and spiritual.

Amy Lou Jenkins’ books include Every Natural Fact and Corners: Voices on Change. If you have a book for possible review, contact her through JackWalkerPress.com.
transportation, and has been a staunch supporter and advocate for clean water.

Milwaukee City Council President Ashanti Hamilton and Milwaukee County Supervisor Supreme Moore Omokunde received this year’s Torchbearer Award. The two co-sponsored the resolution in Milwaukee to commit the city and county to eliminating greenhouse gases by 2050 and to create a joint City-County Task Force on Climate and Economic Equity, the first of its kind in the state.

Bill Moore received the Chapter’s highest honor, the JJ & Pat Werner Award for his decades of advocacy and time leading hikes throughout Wisconsin. He is being recognized for his work with the Sierra Club Great Waters Group in numerous leadership positions, fighting proposed coal plants, serving on the state Executive Committee and leading decades of outings teaching people about Wisconsin and encouraging and inspiring them.

THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

Your generous contributions - above and beyond your membership dues - provided crucial support for our local grassroots campaigns to protect Wisconsin’s water, land and wildlife.
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C

Claire Cagnaye; Pam Caldwell; Deb Campbell; Susan Campbell; T Cantieri & C Addy-Cantieri; A Cantor & A Kalker; Steve & Cathy Capitelli; Karen Carl; Janet Carlson; Lawrence Carlson; Robert Carlson; Virginia & Jon Carlson; Kathy Carpenter; Ruth Carpenter; Thomas & Sally Carpenter; Roger Carr; Jean Casper; Cynthia Castagna; Helen Castaneda; Michael Cauley; Gregory Chandler; Makayla Chandler; Darlene & Rick Charboneau; Dave Chesky; Robert & Pamela Chester; Arlen & Judy Christopherson; Jill Christensen; Justin Christian; Karen Christiansen; Ed & Dorothy Churchwell; Marie Cicigelske; Alyssa Clark; Gary Clark; John Clarke; Karen Weiss; Edward Cochrane; Elisa Coglan; Syd Cohen; Judith Collins; Julia Collins; Pam Collins; Bob & Lisa Conley; John Conners; Gene Cook; Roberta Cook; Michael Cooper; Charles Cornwall; Frank Court; Margaret Courtright; Mary Coyle; Lawrence Craig; Eleanor Crandall; B & M Crapster-Pregont; Jim Crawford; MS Betty Crews; Barbara Croisant; Joe Cuhe; Mark Cukla; Terrence Cummings; Brooke Cunningham; Steven Cupery & Lorna Young
E & F
William & Judith Earley; Audrey Eastman; Betty Eckberg; Sylvia Eckenrode; Jan Eckstein; Jill Edwards; John Egan; Frank Egerton; Margaret Eggener; Nancy Egger; Mark & Shari Egglsson; Rich Eggleston; R Michael Her; John Ela; Thomas Ellenbecker; Ron Ellington; Mary Beth Elliott; Joyce & Joseph Ellwanger; Carol Elvery; Patricia Emerson; Bob Emery; Alan Engebretson; Joanne Engel & Ken Valdes; Sue & John Engel; Kyle Engelke; Geriann Engel; Edward & Debra Englehart; Bruce Erdmann & Maureen O’Leary; Sharon Erickson; Mary Erikson; J Evenson & S Burdick; Will Everts; Julie Eyers; Vicki Farley; Roberta Farrow; Jack & Laura Faulkner-Becker; Jerry Feathers; James Feely; Ellis Felker; David & Diane Fell; Marjorie Fenrd; Don Ferber; Gary Fergot & Dnig Dirising; C Fiet; Stephen H Filbert; Bob Fillingley & Kathy Schlinger; Mary Finn; Akemi Fischer; Barbara Fischer; David P. Fischer; Shawn & Makayla Fischer; Barbara & James Fisher; Steven Fisher; John Fitzgerald; Mark Flagg; Gerry & Esther Flaks; Mary Flannery; Linda & Stan Flashinsky; Carol Fleishauer; Julie A Flemming; Kent & Mary Florin; Susan & David Florin; Dr Wesley Foell; Bradlee Fons; Norman Fons; Robert E Forbes; Russ & Linda Forbes; Jan Ford; Robert Forster; Samantha Foster; Susan Fox; Donald & Barbara Frank; Linda & Rob Frank; Burnett Franke; Jeffery Franklin; Dave Franpkson; Phil Fransen; James Franson; Nancy Franz; David & Evalyn Frasch; Leanne Fredrick; Dr Jacquelyn Fredricks; Gregory Fredrickson; Elizabeth Freitick; Charles & Anne Frihart; Joan & David Frizler; Carol Frisotad; Natasha & Joe Frost; Mr & Wil Fryer; Gloria Fullerton; Andrew Fumall; Jane Furchgott & Charles Munch

G
Tom & Karen Gabert; William Gaertner; Maureen Gallagher; Theresa Galligan-Amundson; Lori Gamroth; Paul Gander; Matthew Gardner; Russell & Suzanne Gardner; R Garms; Chuck Garvey; William Garvey; Charles A. Gates; Ned & Carol Garzke; Kristine Gauget; Victor Gauthier; Denise Gearing; Carole Geddes-Engel; Judith & Victor Gehm; Renae Geier; Allan Geiss; Betsy Georg; Margaret Gerhard; Claire Gervais & Dave Blouin; Richard Getter; Vickie Getz; James & Laura Gibson; Mark Giese; Janice Gilkey; Barbara Gilmore; Joyce Gimbel; Jennifer Gitzel; Carmella & Rich Glover; Patricia Gluch; Patti Gmeiner; Evan Gnam; James Godshalk; Bonnie Golden; Alan Goldsmith; Randy & Sherry Golz; Georgia Gomez-Ibanez; Mariah & Theo Goode; Idy Goodman; Donna & John Goodrich; Jill Goodrich; Patricia Gormley; Janice Gosetti; Jay Randall Gottschalk; Gary Goyke & Nancy Rottier; Diane Grace & John Savagian; Richard Graebner; Joyce Graewin; Kent Gram; Donna Grahm; Debra Greane; Karen Gredler; Ken Greening; Deborah & Evan Greenland; Kathleen Gribble; Barbara Griffiths; Jennifer Grimm; Frances Groene; Marlene & R P Grose; Gerald & Karen Grube; Susan Gruchow; Bob & Lynn Grueneberg; Kay Gruning & Tim Buttke; J Gruhnol; Dennis Grzezinski; Bruce Guenther; Bill & Jo Guenzel; Marlice Guclisk; Jack Gunderson & Linda Jorgenson; Jack Gunderson; Richard & Glenna Gustm; Peters & Janice M Gutierrez

H
Jodi Habush Sinykin; Sandra Haueuer & Carson Lentz; Michael Hafemann; Richard Hagen; Glen A Halbe; Sue Haldeman; Rita Hale; Jay Hales & Kjuana Wats; Jane Hall; Don Halloran; Patricia Hamilton; Don Hammes; Kate Hancock-Cooke; Emil & Wava Hanley; Jamie & Joe Hanreddy; Jayson Hansen; Judy Hansen; Mary Hansen; Brian & Janet Hanson; Mark Hanson; Jerome Hans; Tim & Julie Harder; Jaime Hardgove; Carol & Dave Hardin; Kathe R Harms; Ron Harrell; Linda Harring; Rebecca Harrington; Dr Kathryn & Doug Harrod; Mary Harter; Judith & John Hard; Ira Harthoc; Beth & Dan Harvey; Debra Harvey; John Haugen; Catherine Haupert; Jeanne Haverly; Ralph Hawley; Joann Hayes & Alan Penn; Joseph Heck; Joette Heckbachen; Alane Hefti; Carroll Heideman; Carolyn Heidemann; Robert Heim; Kay Heimerl; Robert Heindle; Kenneth Heinrichs; Christine Heironimus; Jennifer Heise; Jennifer & Joe Heitz; Rick & Lavonne Held; Richard Helmick; Robert Helminiai; Edward Helmueller; Charles Henery; Nancy Hennessy; Dave & Glenda Henning; Patricia & Jeffrey Henry; Russ & Amy Hermus; Dr Sidney Herschaden; Chad Heskey; David Hetzel; Elizabeth Hieb; Mary Hieb & Luced Finken; Tim Hildebrandt; R Hilfiker & H Halvorsen; Joe & Lorna Hilyard; Susan & Warren Hingst; Leah & Thomas Hinze; Jaclyn Hirsch; Dr V Hirsch & C Haycock; Jeanne Hochstatter; Eunice-Jo Hoefert; Bernadette Hoef; Steven Hoef; Caroline Hoffman; Charles Hoffman Jr; S. Frances Hoffman; Roland Hoffman; Micki Hoffmann; Steve Hogler; E J Hojnacki; Frederick Holle; Toni Hollencamp; Bonnaeae Holmes; Jim Holter; Dick & Kathee Holthasus; William Holton; Katherine Holzheuter; Charles & Sara Hoot; John Hopkins; Sheryl Horvath; Harriet Horwath; Christine & Greg Horstom; Michael & Judy Howden; Joanne Howe; Terrie Howe; Daniel Hoy & Mary Kenosian; Cyndy Hubbard; Carol Huber; Dennis Houston & Celeste Case; Tyler Huebner; John Hughes; M Brabender Hughes & J Hughes; Barbara Hugier; Pat Hung; Jeanette Hurlbut; John & Judith Hutchison; Dale Hutjens; Betty C Hyde; Yvonne Hyde; Nancy Hylbert

I & J
Elizabeth Icks; Mary Ann Ihm; Linda Ingersoll; George Jacklin; Jay Jackson; Deborah Jacobs; Dr Edward & Mary Jacobson; Jolte Jacobus; Darlene & James Jakus; Bruce & Karen Jamison; Elterine Jankowski-Biggers; Lucia Januszewski; Norine Janzen; Barbara Jarapko; Michael & Susan Jarvela; Jim Jastrow; Carol Jeffries; Barbara Jenkin; Lin Jennewine; Bev & Wayne Jensen; Karen Jensen; Jeff & Jenden; Adrianna Jereb; Karen Jerg; Erica Jessen; Joan & Dale Jirschele, Jr; Amy Johnson; Chris Johnson; Clark Johnson & Nona G Hill; Elaine Dorough Johnson; James Johnson; Jeff Johnson; Karen Johnson; Mary Johnson; Bob Jome; Jill Jordahl; Mary Jordan; D Lintner & B Jorgensen; Morgan Jostad

K
Joan Kaeding; Marsha Kai; Brian Kammers; Kristine & Jay Kamrath; Paul Kanehl; Hiroshi & Arlene Kanno; Daniel Karls; John Kastenholzl; E Katt Reinders & J Reinders; Shirley Jane Kaub; John Kaufmann; Jane & Vincent Kavaloski; Wade & Sharon Kearns; Robert Kedzior; John Keene; Jane Keggi; Bill & Elizabeth Kelly; David Kelso; Cary Kendall; Wayne Kendrick; Charmaine Kennedy; Joanne Kennedy; Lindy Kenney; Chris Kerbaugh; James Kerler; Ralph Kerler; Eric Kerlow; Brenda Ketter; Karen Keune; Daniel Keup; Sandra Key; John Kierstyn; Dawn Kile; Barb Kilgust; Gary Killian; Joan Kincaid; Maureen Kind; Robert & Susan Kinde; Paul Janda & Dana King; Kathleen King; Peter & Mary King; Maureen Kinney; Bob Kipka; James Kircher; Virginia Kirsch; Lane Kistler; Miriam Kivel; Ron Kivi; Shirley Klaipperich; Michael Klasen; Robert & Betty Kleemeier; James Klein; Rita & Steve Klinkhammer; Cynthia Kluiber; Ken Klumb; Joseph Kmocho; Barbara Knuston; Joyce Clark Knutson; Henry Kok; Daniel Kocher; Robert & Lynn Koehl; Dale Koehler; Dr A Koeller; David & Linda Koeller; Peter & Sandra Koeller; Erika Koeningaeker; Mary Kohl; Mary & Scott Kolar; Donald Koller; Deborah & John Konkel; Gerald Konkol; Elaine Kotlarek; Karen L Koubu; Daniel R Krause; Dian Krause; Bruce Krawisz; Sara Krebsbach & Glenn Reidl; Debra Krenz; Don & Mary Kreuser; Christopher Kreutzer; Debra Kreutzer; Lindsey Kreutzer; Patricia Kreutzer; Richard Kreutzer; Tieler Kreutzer; Sylvia Kreutzmann; Mary Krolkowski; Richard Kronzer; Wayne & Laura Krueger; Sylvia & Lawrence Kruger; Sandy Krupka; Don & Brigid Krutek; John & Gail Kuech; Betty Kuen; Hank Kulesza; Nicholas & Courtney Kurtz; Thomas Kurtz; James Kurz; Denny & Jean Kuznicar; Linda Kvale
These donations were made from November 1, 2018 through October 31, 2019. Thanks also go out to our many contributors who prefer to remain anonymous. We try to acknowledge every donor, if your name is not listed, please know that we greatly appreciate your support.
Investing in People and the Planet

My name is Laura Lane, and I’m a volunteer with the Sierra Club - John Muir Chapter.

Like many, I felt a sense of despair after the 2016 presidential election. Sitting on the sidelines no longer seemed like an option. I decided I must act on my values. Volunteering with the Sierra Club seemed like a natural fit.

The Chapter connected me with like-minded people who were passionate about saving our wild spaces and addressing climate change. I know that together we are making a difference, and with the support of the Chapter, I am growing and learning as an advocate.

The John Muir Chapter is dedicated to supporting volunteers and our development as leaders, and that support requires resources. That is why I’m asking you to give what you are able to support our work. You can find a donation form below.

Sierra Club volunteers are on the front lines working to make an impact on our communities every day. We educate people about the critical threats facing our planet, and we act to make a difference. Our actions include lobbying politicians, writing letters to the editor, planning events such as the recent climate strike, collaborating with other organizations, collecting signatures on petitions, sharing information through social media, and mobilizing people to get our voices heard. The Sierra Club is a grassroots organization, and I didn’t really understand the importance of this until I saw the amazing work being done by my fellow residents firsthand.

A donation to the Sierra Club in Wisconsin is more than an investment in an organization that is working on multiple fronts to protect our environment and fight climate change. It is an investment in people who want to make a difference.

Sierra Club has given me so many new and empowering opportunities. I met with my legislator for the first time. My first opinion editorial was published in the local paper. I’m learning new skills that I’ve been curious about for some time, like social media strategy.

As a Sierra Club volunteer, I meet people everyday who are committed to change and who inspire my own volunteer work as well. That gives me hope for the future. Please invest in that future with a donation today. Together we can make a difference.

Laura Lane
Chapter Volunteer
In November, 35 Sierra Club volunteers, representing different issue campaigns and areas of Wisconsin, attended a two-day intensive training hosted by the Midwest Academy. The training taught our leaders about power and influence, provided the tools to craft a winning campaign strategy, and built confidence among members of our various statewide issue campaign teams. In January 2020, we are taking what we learned at the training and putting it into action, starting with our issue team kickoff meeting on January 25 and 26. Now is the best time to get involved in one of our teams! Contact Volunteer Coordinator Katie Hogan to get involved: kathryn.hogan@sierraclub.org.

VOLUNTEER NIGHTS ARE COMING TO A CITY NEAR YOU!
If you’d like to attend, contact Katie Hogan at kathryn.hogan@sierraclub.org.
- Second Wednesday of every month in Madison, starting on January 8
- Second Thursday of every month, alternating between Racine and Kenosha each month, starting with January 9 in Racine
- February 5 - Milwaukee area
- February - La Crosse

Looking for other ways to get involved locally? Visit sierraclub.org/wisconsin/local-groups

MARCH 6
Wisconsin Environmental Health Network Conference
Madison. More information at wehnonline.org

MARCH 6-8
Canoeopia
Alliant Energy Center, Madison.
More information at paddlers.com/canoecopia

MARCH 21
Wisconsin Grassroots Network Festival
Mazomanie. More information at wisconsingrassroots.net

APRIL 7
Spring Election and Presidential Preference Primary
myvote.wi.gov

APRIL 22
Earth Day's 50th Anniversary!
Join our Team Sierra Earth Day team at teamsierra.org/wisconsin.
Stay tuned for more opportunities and activities.